


Window Support Systems: strengthening

your windows and your business.

The first and still the finest. 
We not only manufactured the original
cable support system for bay and bow
windows; we’re still at the forefront of
the category! Our cutting-edge products
are easy to install, rigor-
ously tested and ruggedly
engineered to eliminate
sagging problems and
the expensive field-repair
claims that go with them.
At Window Support
Systems, we make your
whole business stronger! 

Excellence
by design.
Superior product engineering is our point
of difference. We’ve invested heavily in
R&D, designing cable support systems
with exclusive, patented features that more
effectively distribute the window load to

the structure of the building, and help
level the unit during installation. The result?
A breakthrough in window stability and
security over the long haul. When it comes
to your windows, big ideas are our strength.

Easy installation
keeps your business
moving.  
We understand that produc-
tivity and profitability go
hand in hand. That’s why our
cable support systems are
designed for smooth and
simple installation, minimizing
contractor complaints and

calls to you. We’ve streamlined the entire
process— from the initial setting of the
window to the final leveling—so installers
can quickly go on to the next project and
keep your business moving!



Custom solutions: 
doing it your way.
With our experienced on-staff
engineers, we can easily put together
a customized cable support kit to
complement your unique bay or bow
window design. 

Our professionals will work side by
side with you to meet your specific
needs and get your manufacturing
details just right. Regardless of the size
or configuration of your window, you’ll
receive the same no-slip strength and
dependability that have made us the
supplier of choice. We’ll pour all of
our resources into ensuring that your
unique bay or bow window performs
up to your expectations.

Have an unusual design request?
Bring it on—we accept any challenge!

Use our strength to your
advantage. Order today! 
No other product offers our unique
combination of strength, support and
ease of use. Our cable support systems
are great for your windows, easy on
your contractors and good for your
bottom line—they’re your insurance
against excessive and expensive field
repair calls. Don’t take chances—
go with the leader!

Contact us at 888.527.9600
to order today.
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